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shott five years ago, my access
to the Internet consisted of one
hour each week at the Albuquerque
Public Libraty. I'd ride the bus downtown on Saturday moming and join
the line of shaky guys with oldgrowth bearcL'> and backpacks waiting for the library doors to open.
Into that hour I somehow
cranuned job-hunting and studying,
and my t~lir share of aimless clicking.
I was rarely tough-minded or sneaky
enough to try for more than my allotted hour per week The shaky
guys formed a welcome counterpoint
to my overly carpeted and fluorescent-lighted life; the librarians were
kind; and it never occurred to me to
feel victimized or underprivileged
because my time in cyberspace was
limited. Maybe I was wrong.
Last summer, I thought I might
learn a little about the rights and
wrongs of wired life from Technicolor: Race, tecbnology, and everyday life, a collection of essays that
promises a "first step toward a fuller
understanding of race and technoculture" (p. 9).

A

Technicolor: Race, Technology, and Everyday Life

The book originated as a graduate
school project. It'i contlibutors range
from academics to entrepreneurs to
mtists. Because it was written during
the dot-com boom, some of it'> the01y
might bear reworking now. Much of
it'> prose could use some fine-tuning,
and it's not always clear that the loose
term teclmology is a strong enough
thread to hold these disparate essays
and inte1views together.
Still, Tecbnicolor offers insight'>
into vatied and interesting workL<>,
and raises imp01tant issues, from language barriers in cyberspace to the
abuse of women immigrant workers.
When its contributors manage to forget themselves and focus on the
people whose causes they champion,
it can be downright fascinating. Topics range from community technology centers to lowrider design, from
workplace politics, to karaoke, to the
trials of setting up and maintaining a
conunercially viable Web site with
African-American or Latino content.
In spite of it<> vital subject, much
of the book strikes me as predictable, self-congratulatmy, and emotional. Unexplained insider talk
makes it an uninviting read for a beginner, yet I'm not sure it's meaty
enough to satisfy anyone who's
spent a lot of time thinking about the
issues covered.
Many passages show a tin ear for
language-"revolutionaty conve-

nience" (p. 16), "underground loft
party" (p. 68), "a decidedly not-soabstract me" (p. 182)-and an indignant moral tone that draws little distinction between radically different
levels of misery and exploitation.
Eve1yone's a victim-the "am1ies of
data processors in places like Bangalore and the Caribbean" (p. 74); the
dot-com entrepreneur who found it
"exhausting to work in a squalid environment" and "decided to ... return to the middle class" (p. 66); factory women earning poverty wages
(p. 51); skilled immigrm1t programmers saying "no one comes here for
below 40K" (p. 81).
Everyone might be a victim, but
not eve1yone has a heart. Internet
exec McLean Mashingaidze Greaves
touts his own "egalitarian view" one
moment; the next, asked about
sweatshop conditions in semiconductor factories, he says, "To be honest,
most new media professionals are
too ovetwhelmed with their own
personal manifest destiny" to care
(pp. 73-74).
In spite of it'> faults, Technicolor
does otTer glimpses of some fascinating corners of America, both states
and states of mind. If you can make
it past the clunky language and
heavy moralism, you're likely to
meet a few people who will shake
up your world a bit and even entertain you.
Some of its chapters are gemswell written, brimming with enthusiasm and color. An interview with
filmmaker Vivek Bald is my favorite,
because he gets so much joy out of
his multicultural pursuits.
He recalls working with limited
resources and cheerfully embracing
the DIY (do it yourself) attitude of
his punk-rock heroes: "Documentaty
filmmaking isn't so much about highend equipment as it is about content" (p. 91).
He's well aware of the hardships
his subjects face, whether they are
inunigrant cab drivers in New York
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City or young black and Asian musicians in England, and he celebrates
their ingenuity and spirit. South
Asian cabbies rework the circuitry on
CB radios (Bald happily admits he
couldn't figure out how until they
showed him) to create their own private channels. Why? To get away
from the racial abuse that was coming through on the open channels.
He's no preacher, but he gets his
point across.
He's just as inventively analytical
as any contributor to Technicolor, linking, for example, punk rock values to

hook's contributors give the impression that they, too, could benefit
from a few hours spent off campus.
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places like the electronics market
behind jamma Masjid in Old Delhi,
where you have men who sit in stalls
surrounded by wires and transistors
and soldering irons and bits and
pieces of all kinds of equipment. I
swear they can make anything out
of anything. (p. 89)

People just seem to write better
when they write about what they
love instead of what they hate.
There are other fine chapters.
Sociologist Karen Hossfeld's "Their
logic against them," a study of immigrant women in Silicon Valley, is respectful, sensitive, and carefully reasoned. And "Take a little trip with
me: Lowriding and the poetics of
scale," by doctoral student Ben
Chappell, is poignant and serious,
but it is also good fun-as well as a
very nice art crit/social crit workout.
Getting all these members of the
American family under one book
cover is no mean accomplishment,
but it's hard for me to recommend
that you read Tecbnicolor. Maybe
someone with more patience for academic jargon and self-congratulation
could dig more meat out of this lobster than I did.
If you're after that promised "first
step toward a fuller understanding,"
you might get just as much out of a
few hours spent volunteering at your
local Y or high school. Many of the
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